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Abstract

We present a valid-time extension of SQL and investi-
gate its efficient implementation on an Object-Relational
database system. We propose an approach where tempo-
ral queries are expressed using a point-based time model,
which only requires minimal extensions to SQL:1999. Our
prototype system called TENORS (for Temporal ENhanced
Object-Relational System) maps the external point-based
temporal queries and data model into equivalent internal
representations based on time intervals. We describe the
mapping of queries from external views to internal rela-
tions, and the temporal clustering and indexing methods
used to support these queries on DB2.

1. Introduction

Temporal databases have been the focus of much re-
search work and many solutions have been proposed [7].
A critical factor is the degree of extensibility offered by the
database system. In the past, relational DBMSs provided
no extensibility, and this rigidity means that a major exten-
sion of SQL and a new DBMS architecture are needed to
add powerful temporal capabilities to DBMSs—as demon-
strated by TSQL2 [3].

Recently, Object-Relational (O-R) systems have started
offering a limited degree of extensibility which we use to
propose an approach where complex valid-time queries are
(i) expressed in SQL:1999 using only temporal aggregates
and functions, and (ii) supported with reasonable ease and
efficiency on current DBMSs as demonstrated by our pro-
totype called TENORS.

The cornerstone of our approach is the use of a temporal
language SQL

�
[1]. By relying on a point-based tempo-

ral model and temporal aggregates, SQL
�

minimizes the
extensions required from SQL:1999. A second important
component of TENORS is the use of a storage schema that
supports temporal clustering and indexing using the concept
of page ����� � ���
	����� . This scheme builds on standard B � -

trees, and thus requires no change in the storage modules
used by existing DBMSs.

To achieve a simple and yet efficient implementation, we
take full advantage of the advanced features provided by O-
R systems, particularly table expressions and user-defined
functions. Therefore, TENORS achieves good performance
by implementing external queries expressed in SQL

�
as in-

ternal queries that exploit the temporal clustering and in-
dexes supported in the storage scheme.

In summary, we pursue an evolutionary and minimal-
ist’s approach that supports powerful temporal queries in
SQL:1999. Our approach also achieves ease of use, and
efficient execution on current O-R systems. This is an op-
portunistic approach that contrasts with the high-road ap-
proach taken by TSQL2, where several new temporal con-
structs were introduced without any attempt to rely on the
extensible features of O-R systems.

2. Temporal Model and Query Language

The SQL
�

query language [1] supported by TENORS
uses a point-based, explicit temporal model [6]. In a point-
based time model, a database is viewed as a sequence of
snapshots from users’ standpoint. A more condensed repre-
sentation of the set of time instants when a tuple is valid,
is provided by the interval-based model [2]. However,
interval-based time models rely on coalescing—a complex
operation that greatly complicates queries. The point-based
approach eliminates the need for coalescing after projec-
tion. An alternative approach to overcome the coalescing
problems is to use an implicit temporal model—i.e., one
where there is no explicit attribute to represent the time of
validity of tuples in temporal relations [3].

We now introduce SQL
�

[1] by examples. Consider the
following relations and temporal join:

Employee(Name, Title, Title Level, Misc, VTime)
Position(Title, Title Level, Salary, VTime)

Example 1 Salary history for directors in the 1990s.

SELECT L.Name, R.Salary, R.VTime
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FROM Employee AS L, Position AS R

WHERE L.Title = “Director” AND L.Title = R.Title

AND L.VTime = R.VTime

AND L.VTime ��� “1/1/1990” AND L.VTime � “1/1/2000”

Temporal joins involve equality of points in time. In SQL
�

,
the notion of “same time” is naturally captured by the equal-
ity L.VTime = R.VTime.

3. Internal Model

TENORS uses a Temporal Internal Model (TIM) that (i)
efficiently supports snapshot queries, intersection queries,
and temporal join, and (ii) simplifies the mapping to current
O-R systems for both queries and indexing. Figure 1 shows
the overall architecture of TENORS.

SQLT queries and schemas

DB2

TENORS

translation

execution

 rewriting query
 converting indices 

 creating temporal clusters

Figure 1. System architecture

Users issue temporal queries in SQL
�

, while data is
stored in DB2 with additional columns dedicated to tempo-
ral elements. TENORS acts as a mediator between the con-
ceptual view of queries written according to a point-based
time model and the physical storage of data based on an
interval-based time model. SQL

�
queries are translated by

TENORS into queries that can be executed in DB2. Besides
query rewriting, indices defined in SQL

�
also get converted

into their internal counterparts using techniques introduced
by TENORS.

In the internal model of TENORS—TIM, every tuple
stores a period of validity for the non-temporal information
using two additional attributes, VTstart and VTend. These
two attributes represent the start and end time instants of the
set of VTime chronons that are contained in the period [VT-
start, VTend]. A temporal relation is segmented as follows.
Initially, all tuples are valid; thus the initial usefulness fac-
tor is

�����	�
. As time goes by, some tuples become invalid

(i.e., past). So, the usefulness factor of a segment at time 

is defined as: ��


���� � � 
��� � 
��

where
� � 
�� is the count of all tuples still valid (i.e., cur-

rent or future) at 
 , and
� � 
�� is the count of all tuples in

the segment. TENORS let users specify a minimum use-
fulness factor

�
����� . When

��

�� falls below that threshold

(i.e.,

�����
����� ), the segment is split upon database modi-

fication.
Therefore, whenever a temporal segment is instantiated,

all tuples are valid and

�
is
�������

.

�
decreases until it falls

below

�
����� , then a null change creates a new segment. The

history of a relation is partitioned into  consecutive tempo-
ral segments, !�"$#%!'&(#*)�)*)�#%!'+ , and TIM uses an additional
column

� ����, to record the segment number.
This usefulness-based scheme naturally clusters tuples

according to their VTstart values, thus confers vast op-
portunities to speed up snapshot queries and intersection
queries. The price is that some tuples are duplicated. For-
tunately, the trade-off between storage redundancy and re-
trieval speedup is user-controllable:

- If

�
����� � �

, then null changes never happen and a
temporal relation is left unsegmented. Let us denote
the size of this unsegmented relation as .0/ .- If
� �1�

�����
� �

, for statistical reasons, we may
ignore the exception that the usefulness factor in
some segments may be somewhere between

�
����� and�������

. Assume each segment’s usefulness factor is�
����� . If there are 	 � tuples belonging to a temporal

segment ! � , then the number of invalid tuples in ! �
is

� �32 �
����� �(4 	 � . Also, let .5�6'798 denotes the size

of a segmented relation. In the worst case scenario
where all the tuples in the original relation become in-
valid, then we have . / �

� �:2 �
�;��� �(4<.5�6'798 and. 5 6=798>� ?A@"CB 5�6'7�8

For example, when

�
����� � � ) D or

�
�;��� � � )FE , the size

of the segmented relation obtained is at most GH)FE or G times
the size of its unsegmented dual, respectively.

The temporal segmentation just described is incorpo-
rated in TIM’s temporal indexing as follows:

- The VTime column in the external relation is replaced
by the three columns: Tseg, VTstart, VTend in TIM
where Tseg is the segment number, and VTstart,
VTend denote the start and end of the period.

- TENORS also allows the user or database administra-
tor to declare primary (a.k.a., clustered) and secondary
(i.e., non-clustered) indices on the external relation—
on any combination of attributes except VTime. These
indices are then automatically translated into indices in
TIM as follows:

1. If I is the primary index on the external rela-
tion, then (Tseg, I ,VTstart) will be the primary
index on the TIM relation.
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2. If I is a secondary index on the external rela-
tion, then ( I ,Tseg,VTstart) will be a secondary
index on the TIM relation.

- For each external relation � , an auxiliary internal rela-
tion � ������� is created to record start time and end time
of every segment of � .

For instance, the relations in Section 2 will be translated
into:

Employee (Tseg, Name, Title, Title Level, Misc,
VTstart, VTend)

Position (Tseg, Title, Title Level, Salary,
VTstart, VTend)

4. Equivalent TIM Queries

Besides translation of external relations and their indices
into their TIM counterparts, TENORS also translates exter-
nal queries into TIM queries.

For segmented temporal relations, a temporal segment
in “left” L relation is only join-able with overlapping
temporal segments in “right” R relations. For tempo-
ral join, TENORS introduces a transient mediator table� �	�

��
��� #�� ��
��� � computed as������������� ��������� �	� � !! #"
�$�

��
��% #
� 
 �'& � � #

� � ?)( �*)+ � � !! #"
�
� ��
��� #,� 
 �-& � � #,� � ?.( � �

where
*)+ � *0/ � ���21�3��'4 � ��5�6�7	8-/ � ���21�3��'4 � ��5�6�7 .

Thus it derives overlapping Tsegs for left relation

�
and

right relation � . Example 1 is then translated into:

Example 2 Salary history for directors in the 1990s.

SELECT L.Name, R.Salary,

COALESCE(max(L.VTstart, R.VTstart, “1/1/1990”),

min(L.VTend, R.VTend, “12/31/1999”))

FROM Employee AS L,

(SELECT LT.Tseg, RT.Tseg

FROM Employee Tseg AS LT, Position Tseg AS RT

WHERE LT.VTstart ��� “12/31/1999”

AND LT.VTend ��� “1/1/1990”

AND LT.VTstart ��� RT.VTend

AND LT.VTend ��� RT.VTstart

) AS M(LTseg, RTseg), Position AS R

WHERE L.Title = “Director” AND L.Title = R.Title

AND M.LTseg = L.Tseg AND M.RTseg = R.Tseg

AND L.VTstart ��� R.VTend AND L.VTend ��� R.VTstart

AND L.VTstart ��� “12/31/1999” AND L.VTend ��� “1/1/1990”

AND R.VTstart ��� “12/31/1999” AND R.VTend ��� “1/1/1990”

GROUP BY L.Name, R.Salary

5. Implementation and Performance

To test the performance of TENORS, we created a
testbed similar to the one used at TIME CENTER [5]. We

have emulated a company with 100,000 come-and-go em-
ployees over 40 years of time. Using the schema shown
in Section 2, we have built a database where relation Em-
ployee has 864k tuples and Position has 22k tuples. Disk
storage is consumed 50M and 1M, respectively. All exper-
iments were carried out on DB2 UDB 5.2 on a Sun Ultra-
SPARC 10 station with 128M main memory, running under
Solaris 2.6.

Figure 2 shows the result of Example 2. It shows that
usefulness based segmentation speeds up join queries by
two-fold. Unlike the partition join method used in [4], no
extra partitioning strategies are needed since the tuples are
clustered by their VTstart attribute.
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Figure 2. Performance of Temporal Joins
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